Empowering Teams to Transform Business
Operations With No-Code Capabilities
The 451 Take
After a challenging two years, more companies are looking to improve their operational agility, scale their workflow
innovation and build more resilience across their workforce. With low-code and no-code software technologies maturing,
there is a significant opportunity at hand for process owners, those in divisional operations roles, and any employee with
ideas about how to better achieve business outcomes by innovating their workflow and application experiences.
No-code tools are well placed to address the key technology obstacles that many employees face, which mainly involve
contending with a growing sprawl of functionally specific applications, information silos and a general lack of automation.
Business and functional teams need modern and integrated tools that can connect these silos. They are often faced with
scare resources among professional developer and specialist process teams who simply can’t scale to meet the need for more
customized solutions or adequately support the growing number of teams at the workforce’s edge that need to innovate.
No-Code Tools Can Be the Answer to Employees’ Long-Standing Technology Obstacles

Security requirements limit what we can do with applications

30%

Information is siloed in different applications
making it difficult to search, access and use

28%

Applications don’t integrate with one another

26%

It’s difficult to collaborate effectively across applications
No one application can do everything we need,
too many applications are necessary
There isn’t enough automation;
the same basic tasks have to be repeated
Our applications and tools don’t present any obstacles to success
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It’s difficult to create and use the right metadata

15%

It’s difficult to do useful reporting

15%

Poor user experiences makes us not want to use the tools we have

15%

Q. Thinking about all the different applications and tools your team uses, which of the following are the biggest obstacles to your
team’s success? Please select all that apply.
Base: All employee respondents (n= 502)
Source: Voice of the Enterprise: Workforce Productivity & Collaboration, Work Execution Goals and Challenges 2021

As businesses look for more agility and realign their goals, people and technologies to achieve it, having the tools to
support more intentional, continuous and scalable operational improvements will be key to their success. The use
cases for no- and low-code tools are plentiful. From lightweight, task-oriented apps to more composite application
experiences, part of the challenge will be how to coordinate across a portfolio of new custom apps so that there is
alignment and discipline to growing no-code development efforts.
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Business teams need a no-code strategy, which will likely include frameworks to help prioritize where they commit
resources, to establish data governance and security parameters, and to identify where either architectural designs
or app components can be reused for multiple workflow or app scenarios. As they do this, a principal goal should
be to optimize the balance among the “three A’s” – building new operational agility from a portfolio of customizable
experiences, prioritizing autonomy with users empowered to own those experiences, and ensuring alignment so that
different teams’ creations are in sync with each other and with business goals, governance and other requirements.
Striking this balance is how business teams will scale their no-code innovations.

Business Impact
Start with business outcomes in mind. Organizations often let the limitations of their legacy technologies frame
business outcomes. As teams embark on their no-code journey, it is beneficial to have the most flexible, scalable and
integrated set of technologies so they can start with the business requirements and outcomes in mind – knowing they
have the capabilities to deliver modern, customizable and secure app and device experiences. No-code strategies start
with the business needs; the technologies follow.
Work collaboratively to align on outcomes and governance. A traditional concern around no-code tools is the potential
for misalignment and security vulnerabilities when widely empowering the workforce. Teams will benefit from the ability
to easily collaborate and share knowledge so the appropriate governance can be developed, and having their no-code
tools integrated with existing collaboration tools makes this more seamless. It is also important to look for flexibility and
scalability in tools so that governance becomes something teams can leverage rather than a restriction. Using no-code
tools to iteratively bring proofs of concept for collaborative review is important. IT is a key stakeholder here, and IT must
understand the location of stored data, the security level of the systems being integrated, the type and amount of data
collected, and its purpose within the custom experience. The benefit of doing this work up front and having tools that
can support collaboration is that over time teams gain self-service freedom to scale their innovations.
Take advantage of back-end and other integrated capabilities. Teams should leverage all the available capabilities
of the technologies they are using. This could mean bringing in or capturing rich data within workflows from data
warehouses or other business applications; having collaboration, information sharing and goals embedded within the
workflow or app experience; and introducing intelligent information flows, automations and notifications. It would also be
beneficial to have integrated management so that custom schema for data, device and app management can be scaled
across a portfolio of new creations, to ensure IT’s blessing.
Trust the empowerment premium. No-code technology can enable teams to take more ownership of not only the
outcomes they deliver against but the tools used to get there. We know from our Voice of the Enterprise: Employee
Engagement 2021 survey that having the right technologies to be productive and engaged in their roles is a top-two
business and technology driver for positive employee engagement. It can lead to a range of strategic business outcomes
such as improved talent retention, career ownership, skills development and innovation.

Looking Ahead
Democratizing application and workflow design across business teams may prove to be one of the most significant
drivers of operational innovation going forward. It is already accelerating new “data cultures” where more members of
the workforce understand various types and sources of data and have confidence using it in their workflows – after all,
with no-code tools there are more destinations where data can be deployed.
As more intelligence, turnkey integrations, general composability and integrated management capabilities are brought
into no-code technologies, we will enter a period of high automation. The challenge for those building the new generation
of no-code experiences will shift from assembling the building blocks of an experience to iterating, measuring and
managing outcomes from the growing portfolio of increasingly customized experiences being created.
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